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Photo shows Wu Qiuqiao holding her cat Liu Liu at her house in Changsha China’s cen-
tral Hunan province. — AFP photos

A ferret used to chase and trap rabbits by professional rabbit catcher
Steven McGonigal, are pictured as he prepares to hunt for rabbits in
County Donegal, northwest Ireland. — AFP Photos

Professional rabbit catcher Steven McGonigal, applies an electronic
tracking device to one of his ferrets, used to chase and trap rabbits.

Cat Liu Liu wears a hanfu gown in Changsha, China’s central Hunan province. 

Liu Liu is a fashion designer’s dream
model and muse - happy to spend
hour upon hour being measured and

dressed, and posing in tailored couture
outfits and artistic designs. Liu Liu is also a
cat. Her doting owner, Wu Qiuqiao, makes
a living from designing miniature versions
of traditional flowing Chinese gowns
known as “hanfu” for cats and dogs that
sell for up to 500 yuan ($70).

After quitting her job as a copy editor
last year, the 26-year-old works from her
apartment in the central city of Changsha
designing pet-sized dresses out of pastel-
colored chiffon and decorated with

embroidery, beads, frills and motifs that
she sells online. Liu Liu ably models the
creations inspired by the historic cos-
tumes of the Han ethnic majority that are
seeing a resurgence in popularity among
young people - and now pet owners.
“Some of my regulars may have already
bought all the clothing in my store and
occasionally ask me to introduce new
designs,” Wu said.

Wu got the idea for making historic garb
for pets after failing to find suitable styles for
Liu Liu. And she clearly is not the only one
who likes her furry companion dressed in
something traditional. Wu sells up to a thou-

sand pieces a month from her online store
Chunfeng Daxiaoqiao and she regularly
rolls out new designs to satisfy demand.  “I
think hanfu is a heritage of history, and is
also very beautiful,” Wu said. “(My busi-
ness) can allow people who enjoy tradition-
al culture, or young people who enjoy han-
fu... to be able to adopt ideas they like
through pet clothing.” — AFP 

Washington zoo officials heralded
the arrival of “a precious giant
panda cub” Friday, following the

much-watched birth of panda Mei Xiang’s
latest baby, four years after her last preg-
nancy. The new mother was exhibiting
typical panda mom behavior like “nursing
her cub and cuddling it close,” the
Smithsonian’s National Zoo said on
Twitter. “We’re overjoyed to share that
Mei Xiang gave birth at 6:35 pm and is
caring for her newborn attentively,” it

said, adding that mom and cub “appear
to be doing well.” Fans of the panda were
able to follow her labor live thanks to a
“panda cam” accessible on the zoo’s
website 24 hours a day - although high
interest caused the feature to crash at
some points.

Mei Xiang, who is 22 years old, was
artificially inseminated on March 22 with
the frozen semen of Tian Tian, another
resident giant panda who will turn 23 later
this month, according to the zoo. Since

the two pandas’ arrival in 2000, Mei Xiang
has given birth to three surviving cubs:
males Tai Shan in 2005 and Bei Bei in
2015, and a female, Bao Bao, in 2013.
The three were returned to China on their
fourth birthdays under a partnership con-
tract in which China owns the pandas.

Mei Xiang and Tian Tian themselves
will be returned to China next December.
Under the US-China agreement, the
National Zoo pays $500,000 per year
towards panda conservation efforts in

China. Fewer than 2,000 giant pandas
still live in their natural habitat in China,
while some 600 more live in zoos and
breeding centers around the world,
according to the Washington zoo.
Genetically similar to the bear, pandas
feed exclusively on bamboo. They weigh
in at approximately 220 pounds (100 kilo-
grams) and measure up to six feet (1.8
meters) long. — AFP 

Long a staple of the Spanish diet,
gazpacho-the chilled soup made
from a puree of tomatoes and other

vegetables-is gaining space on super-
market shelves further afield in Europe
and beyond. While the dish is a speciali-
ty of Andalusia in southern Spain, the
country’s three top producers of gazpa-
cho are all based in the neighboring
region of Murcia, which is often called
“Europe’s orchard” because it is a centre
of fruit and vegetable production. Alvalle,
a unit of PepsiCo which along with
Garcia Carrion and AMC Natural Drinks
account for nearly three-quarters of the
world’s industrial production of gazpa-
cho, was the first to make major inroads
abroad. 

It launched its gazpacho in neighbor-
ing France in 2009, 19 years after it was
founded. Today the company exports
over half of its production, mainly to other
countries in Europe, with France its num-
ber one foreign market. “It was Alvalle
that opened the door... Then all super-
markets started asking us for gazpacho,”
said Monica Perez Alhama, head of
product development at rival firm AMC.
AMC’s main foreign market is France as
well but it also exports to Canada, the
United States and Japan.

The most frequently found gazpacho
is made by pounding tomatoes, garlic,
olive oil, water, vinegar, cucumbers and
green peppers, with bread sometimes
added to thicken the soup and soften
acid from the tomatoes and vinegar. But
Spain’s big three producers have sought
to expand their range by developing
modern variations of gazpacho featuring
rosemary, strawberries, wine vinegar,
sherry, mangos and other ingredients, as
well as launching brands that use organ-
ic vegetables. The aim is to “compete
with homemade gazpacho,” said
Fernando Marin Romero, AMC commer-
cial director for Spain and Portugal.

Tailored recipes 
Last year, Spain produced 67 million

liters of gazpacho, according to market
research firm Nielsen, with the bulk of it
consumed in the warmer months
between Easter and September.
Machines crush, wash and filter thou-
sands of kilos each day at AMC’s sprawl-
ing gazpacho plant in Murcia, the capital
of the region that shares the same name.
Trucks loaded with barrels holding a
thousand liters of extra virgin olive oil cir-
culate between refrigerated tanks con-
taining 25,000 liters of gazpacho.

The liquid is then poured into card-
board bricks decorated with pictures of
bright red tomatoes which are folded by
sophisticated machines at a frantic pace.
Spain’s top three gazpacho producers
posted a combined turnover of 119.2
million euros ($142 million) between April
2018 and April 2019, according to mar-
ket research firm Alimarket. To enter
markets abroad, they have tailored their
recipes to foreign tastes. “In countries
like France they like the product with less
salt, in other countries in northern Europe
they like it with a stronger tomato flavor,”
said Marin Romero, of AMC.—ÅFP

Wu Qiuqiao puts a hanfu gown on her cat
Liu Liu at her house in Changsha China’s

central Hunan province. 

Steven McGonigal crosses a pock-
marked field in the north of Ireland
with a box of unruly ferrets while his

dog, Fudge, sniffs out rabbit warrens. As
the lurcher does his work, McGonigal cov-
ers the openings with nets before releasing
a single ferret down the hole to flush out the
occupants inside. For five minutes, the fer-
ret races around the underground tunnels,
poking its head out of dotted holes like a
whack-a-mole. McGonigal looks on in
twitchy anticipation. Then, in a split-second
blur of grey fur, a rabbit emerges tangled in
a net. McGonigal sprints over, grasps it by
the legs and neck and dispatches it with a
deft tug. “It’s the traditional way,” the 37-
year-old former accountant told AFP in a
field outside Carndonagh at the northern
edge of Ireland. “We don’t damage the
ground, we’re not laying poisons, we give
the rabbits a quick and clean death - and
that’s most important.”

Unique appeal 
McGonigal is said to be Ireland’s last

traditional rabbit catcher, preferring fer-

rets, dogs, spades and nets instead of
modern guns and poison. Rabbits - fluffy,
cute and doe-eyed to many, and kept as
household pets - are considered pests in
the countryside. They are greedy con-
sumers of vegetation, their warrens com-
promise buildings, and their breeding
rate can quickly inflate numbers. As well
as gardeners and farmers, McGonigal
has built up a client list for his services
including schools, golf courses and oil
refineries.

Becoming the last rabbit catcher in
Ireland’s emerald outdoors is a far cry
from his former accounting job. “I was
getting to where I was looking forward to
going out, I was starting to dread going
back in,” he said of his previous number-
crunching profession. After a childhood
spent owning ferrets, fishing and shoot-
ing, taking the career leap to full-time rab-
bit catcher in 2013 was a natural step, he
said. But he admitted that the sometimes
grisly demands of killing rabbits by hand
is not for everyone.  “It doesn’t appeal to
a lot of people,” he conceded.

Environmental impact 
The practice of rabbit catching with fer-

rets dates back centuries. An illustration in
the 14th-century manuscript, the Taymouth
Hours, depicts a lady sending a dog or a
ferret down a warren to drive a rabbit out
into a net. McGonigal believes that while
the ancient hands-on method may be dis-
tasteful to some, it remains the best way to
cull numbers. “The problem is nowadays...
people are building houses further and fur-
ther and further, and they’re encroaching
into the countryside every day,” he said.

As human and animal kingdoms
become increasingly intertwined, less
refined methods of hunting have become
popular - and damaging. Lead shot from
guns can taint the soil and poisons can be
indiscriminate, leaving animal corpses
underground with no indication of how
many have been killed. McGonigal’s tech-
nique leaves no trace and allows him to
precisely measure the number of rabbits he
has removed from the landscape, which he
believes keeps the ecosystem and food
chain better calibrated.—AFP

Ferrets used to chase and trap rabbits by professional rabbit catcher
Steven McGonigal, are pictured in the case he prepares to hunt for
rabbits in County Donegal.

Ferrets used to chase and trap rabbits by professional rabbit catcher
Steven McGonigal, are pictured.

TikTok said it has removed more than
380,000 videos in the US this year
as part of a part of a mission to

“eliminate hate” on the platform. TikTok
also banned some 1,300 accounts for
breaking rules against hateful content or
behavior, and deleted 64,000 comments
on similar grounds, according to the
video-snippet sharing sensation.

“These numbers don’t reflect a 100
percent success rate in catching every
piece of hateful content or behavior, but
they do indicate our commitment to
action,” TikTok US head of safety Eric
Han said in a blog post. “Our goal is to
eliminate hate on TikTok.” Han’s overview
of what TikTok is doing to combat hate
comes as the app defends itself against
what it calls “rumors and misinformation”
about its links to the Chinese govern-
ment. President Donald Trump has
issued executive orders giving TikTok
parent ByteDance, which is based in
China, deadlines to stop running the app
in the US and divest TikTok.

“TikTok has never provided any US
user data to the Chinese government, nor
would it do so if asked,” the company
said in a recent post. “Any insinuation to
the contrary is unfounded and blatantly
false.” US user data is stored in this coun-
try, with a backup in Singapore, accord-
ing to TikTok. Han on Thursday outlined
rules and actions being taken to make it
more difficult to find threatening, violent,
or dehumanizing content on TikTok.

TikTok has a zero-tolerance stance
against  accounts linked to white nation-
alism, male supremacy, anti-Semitism
and “other hate-based ideologies,” Han
added.

As tensions soar between the world’s
two biggest economies, Trump has
claimed TikTok could be used by China
to track the locations of federal employ-
ees, build dossiers on users for black-
mail, and conduct corporate espionage.
The US leader early this month also
ordered a ban on the messaging app
WeChat, which is used extensively in
China. China meanwhile has slammed
Washington for using “digital gunboat
diplomacy” in the TikTok case. US tech-
nology firms Microsoft and Oracle are
reported to be looking into the potential of
buying TikTok. — AFP 


